
NC One point is the rail penalty and the other point we can deal wth in re-exam as it's in the 
docs.

GJ If Mr Chadwick didn't know where it was we can't do it without leading him. 

PB Can I not just be told the document in advance before re-exam and I can say if it's a 
problem.

Purseglove

SN You did not write the ES chapter?

JP No I worked very closely with the people who did write it and they have my total 
confidence.

SN I'm going to ant to look at A-08b and some parts of your PoE.  First of all in the ES I'd like to 
look at methodology.  Starts at p.4 [red p.12].  Look at scope, then sensitive receptors, desk 
study.  Then I have table 2.1 - looks at how we determine nature conservation value.  For 
looking at a receptor.  Then table 2- an opp to cross-reference the importance of the value 
and the magnitude of the effect.  Where does it help to establish what the magnitude of 
effect will be?

JP Magnitude of effect is worked out and these are the scores you get.  You first of all have an 
impact- an example of that would be demolishing the building with a bat in it.  Then an 
effect-  on the bat.  The magnitude is a matter of professional judgment.  Then you have o 
make a judgment about how special hat receptor is.  There's a way of talking about 
thresholds.  In the case of birds it's quite easy -everyone's counted birds.  If you are hitting 
1% of a given popn of a bird in the UK that's nationally significant.  If its local then locally 
important.

SN None of that's mentioned in here.

JP No it's not.

SN In say the heritage chapter it gives you magnitude criteria and you can make the judgment 
yourself.  This doc doesn't enable a reader to make that judgement for his or her self.

JP You can't find it in here but in my PoE I did set it out - page 9 of my proof which is what you 
rightly say does not occur in the ES and for that reason I put it in the PoE.

SN Your PoE written by you but ES not?

JP Yes.

SN Was the approach the same in the ES?

JP Yes and they also used the CIEEM criteria.  It is a matter of professional judgment.

SN I understand that but the ES isn't a transparent doc- no evidence here that they adopted 
that methodology.

JP I would n't have taken this on unless I thought I actually bought the scores.

SN Is this smth you've invented yourself or something standard?

JP Absolutely standard.

SN Table 3.1.  Impacts - trees, scrub, grassland which can support ground nesting birds and then 
water.  Then Table 3.3. we look at protected species and the value that's attributed to it at 
the end - birds local level, bats regional level.

JP Yes.

SN Now table 2.1.  For bats to be considered at local level would give a low value?

JP Correct.

SN For medium value would need regional level?
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JP Yes.

SN Bats it elevates to regional rather than local level?

JP I support it bc there's a maternity roost so it does jack up slightly.

SN I would put t you that bats are only local level.

JP I have thought about it but you can defend it at regional level- it's on the cusp.

SN In your proof you say "Local level".

JP I can't deny it but it's referring just to the are around Headingley Castle.

SN Not just Headingley Castle - you identify it's a local rather than regional level.

JP I have to support that but I was aware of it and it's a fine judgment.

SN It really should have been a local level.

JP Well it's a fine...fair enough that's correct.

SN Para 3.12 [red 48].  It needs  to be corrected if t needs to be.  We actually see the 
discrepancy here.  Badgers low.  ES itself says value high, importance local.  So shouldn't be 
picked up as high in that table?  Should be low?

JP I think I have to concede that.

SN I think p.39 in red.  Pat of Table 3.8.  We see here tree 21-29, Headngley Hill.  Says "level 
local, value high".  That value should clearly be "low" shouldn't it?

JP I'm just thinking about it...they get given high in a lot of places...I think high is referring to 
the density of the species - the density of activity and number of bats and whether there is a 
roost etc.

SN Let's take that further. Table 2.1 - national scale?  Can't possibly be high?

JP No.

SN "Meets the criteria for national designation"-  the 8 trees on Headingley Hill don't.

JP No.

SN Might be more in that area than others but can't be national and must be local?

JP We never say nationally high number.  I' stating clearly that this doesn't affect our judgment 
on the impact on bats and need to mitigate it.

SN Does overstate the impacts on bats when it states it's high and in fact it's low.

JP Within this column, group of bats by group of bats you are arg

But it's sooo grey. They are a protected species and have been declining greatly and are of 
importance and stand out compared to all the other species.

SN Your page 42, my page 34 -highlights the group of trees and has it as "medium" and it 
should be "low".

JP I think I would still have to-  

SN In conclusion for the whole route the impact on bats has to be considered local and 
therefore low value of bats across the route?

JP It still depends on the presence and numbers of bats and bc we have maternity roosts and 
roosting bats it's difficult to say categorically it's local rather than regional.

SN You do say it local rather than regional in your proof?

JP Er..."local rather than regional" yes I do- I have to support that.

SN Vertical middle column - says everything's significant unless impact is negligible.  But as 
we've agreed the impacts are local then in fact it's not significant impact on the bats?

JP Yes.

SN The ES should have looked at it in that wa and many of the concs are potentially wrong.

JP That's a general throwaway statement.  I think the concs are correct.

SN If any assessment is in here that identifies an impact on bats as medium it should have been 
low- so any "minor adverse" that would come up as "not significant"?
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low- so any "minor adverse" that would come up as "not significant"?

JP If you followed that table.  But it's a matter of judgment and if your judgment is it is a 
maternity roost then yu up it a bit to regional. When you actually sit back and judge t you 
think about the bats rather than the tick-box routine.  Thinking about it they were thought 
rather important and given a higher score.

SN You say it looked at the species, gave them a hierarchy across the route acc to nature 
conservation value.

JP Yes.  [SN-  not what the ES says]

Well the ES doesn't say enough one way or another about the methodology.

SN Just because they are the most important in this route that doesn't elevate them from local 
to national?

JP You have to look at the effect and they are affected - infrastructure disrupting a maternity 
roost and some buildings demolished with a couple of bats.  It's the judgment that 
interprets the rules.  

SN I want to look at Headingley Hill.  One of the main questions for SoS is whether there is an 
overriding interest in CPO.  First like to look at construction phase with specific regard to 
your proof.  Para 4.43 of ES-  "no breeding birds were found" -  no evidence of any breeding 
birds from surveys that were done?

JP Correct.

SN Most likely to be found in off-highway section.  But no evidence hey are there.

JP No-= breeding birds occur there.  We know they occur there.  But they were not surveyed 
for.  The surveyors checked for scheduled birds not common birds. We know there is a 
peregrine that nests on the town hall.  For this kind of survey we do not need to survey 
every wren robin or other bird that's there- that is a given.

SN No evidence.

JP We don't need any.

SN I took you to the table 3.2 and grassland doesn't support breeding birds - no reference to it.

JP Just because no ref to it doesn't mean the grassland doesn't support them.

SN Woodland and scattered trees- form part of off-highway section.  And scrub -say they can 
support breeding birds.  It says  for grassland no mention of breeding birds.

JP Breeding birds would occur on your site particularly the scrub and trees on the edge.  But 
grassland breeding b9irds would require a larger area than the small area grazed by horses 
on your site.  It's so heavily grazed there won't be any grass nesting birds unless the grazing 
was reduced.  The idea the grassland would support breeding birds is I think unlikely but 
there would be breeding birds in the scrub and trees.

SN The site is unlikely to have breeding birds?

JP The middle isn't but the edges will.

SN The trees are not affected by NGT.

JP Well they are a bit.

SN N watercourses on the site?

JP No.

SN Table 4.1 mentions grassland but he table 3.2 we've just been on says "amenity grassland of 
little ecological value".

JP Well if that says that there, there is also reasonable grassland. Ther eis grassland of interest-  
north f St Columba's Church semi-improved grassland - map -red page 274 of 304 - your land 
on the semi-improved.

SN Also on this map we have Headingley Castle?

JP Um-hm.

SN Mentioned maternity roosts but these roosts are not actually affected  by NGT?

JP They are, insofar as the foraging area is being reduced.  That's the main issue.  That's why 
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JP They are, insofar as the foraging area is being reduced.  That's the main issue.  That's why 
we are taking hat site...depend on grassland and overgrown gardens.  So the potential 
impact on the roost is considerable.  And I was questioned by the locals saying it's terrible 
and it;s being reduced.  And it's true.  These thing get squeezed out by development- unless 
we provide a modicum of replacement...

SN That has to be proportionate?

JP Yes and I believe it is in area and scattered trees, semi improved grassland and I have 
overlaid it and come up with an area of 5037sqm of foraging habitat lost in that area - you 
are putting back less than is lost but finding nearly al of it 4709sqm to balance the loss.  
That's what we have to do on offsetting mitigation for protected species.

SN Can you point where in the ES is the assessment of the loss of that land to the mitigation.

JP I'm sure it is here.  I'll have to dig into it.  Operational effects - 4.65 and 4.66 [p.53], 4.67 and 
if you go further back to previous page 52-  the construction effects 4.47-4.53.  

SN To pick up on 4.67 it refers to a major adverse effect.  However bc of the inappropriate 
designation of bats it's unlikely to be a major adverse effect.

JP As we've discussed it' a matter of judgment- could be a major or a moderate.  Certainly 
major in construction.  But it still needs to be offset and even if slightly less you would still 
need to.  You can argue day and night on the score whether local or regional but you still 
have an impact that needs to be offset.

SN   Red p.53.  Specific mitigation required for each location.  We get to trees 21-29 Headingley 
Hill.  We see that they are he specific mitigation required- no ref to loss of space but simply 
the loss of trees.

JP Well it doesn't have to.  Says "plant wildflower mix".   - could have written "to substitute for 
los of foraging".  

SN But no evidence in the ES supporting the application;.

JP It's still true.

JP It must say somewhere.  Because a particular phrase isn't in the ES it doesn't mean to say it 
isn't there.  In relation to your box it s headed "trees".

SN He table doesn't just look at trees it looks at buildings.

JP It says "plant wildflower mix and scattered trees  in the area  for ecological mitigation".  I 
think it's covered.

SN This  one of the most important areas you are acquiring land.

This table doesn't set out that the meadow is lost to require a new meadow.

JP It implies it.  The description around it describes the loss of meadow for foraging as well as 
the trees.

SN What about the other field

JP More interesting than the other one-  full of plantain and buttercup.  These are the things 
you would want to establish to then support insects to support bats and birds.  If it were to 
have roads or houses you wouldn't get that.

SN In our proof we identified an alternative and our ecological report said it was excessive.  You 
haven't in your rebuttal criticised that alternative.

JP I can though...Mr Brooks ecology-  a useful report-  OBJ-1611 Appdx 4 and it's got a map in 
it.  The first thing to say is all bits of land do a job.  So it's fair enough that Brooks' ecological 
corner would do some good.  The advantage of ours is it is a reasonably substantial site, 
contains a lot of trees round the edge so you've smth to build on.  It's a large area and it 
relates closer to the Headingley Castle site which has got the maternity roost as well as the 
Wood Lane building which has the single roosts.  If you don't have that, they are proposing 
half you have a considerably smaller footprint with fewer links to the roosts.  What you 
propose is likely to survive anyway whereas the area we are taking is likely to be built on 
and will be preserved in perpetuity.

SN It may be preferable to do a larger area but we are looking at what is necessary?

JP I don't think it would be adequate.  Our one we have almost as much whereas this one I've 
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JP I don't think it would be adequate.  Our one we have almost as much whereas this one I've 
not measured it but it's too small.  Also the striped corner looking at this map of the Brooks 
ecological corner will surely not survive as NGT takes about a third of your proposal and 
makes it even smaller. So I don't see it as adequate.

SN That's not in your rebuttals or proofs.

JP No.

SN The operational impacts section talks about lighting and human activity, people walking 
along it.  The mitigation you propose is wildflower meadow.  How many months is it 
wildflower meadow?

JP All year-have things like leatherjackets and ghost moths. It's much richer in the summer and 
that's when you really need it but it's always there.

SN The parks officer said it would be there 6 months and in the winter there would e nothing 
there.

JP If you don't mow your lawn it grows up about 6 inches and has important habitat.

SN How high in the summer.

JP Almost knee height and all meadows are mown in June and then will grow up almost as 
high.

SN It can't be used as a park then?

JP Of course it can- we're not envisaging it as a football pitch.

SN Can people walk all over it or picnic on it?

JP Of course.

SN Can people play football on it?

JP Yes. Nothing to stop them.

SN Doesn't that affect its effectiveness as habitat?

Jp No. Used by bats at night and people not playing football at night.  It's lit ut at Leeds Bridge 
bats  they tolerate light.

SN Likely t be intensively used by students.

JP Well none of us have all the details but I have a feeling it will have high grass and won't be 
conducive to football and its a small area with a path running through it-  not conducive to a 
football pitch.

SN Won't it trample down the wild flowers.

JP Not conducive to play as a small area.  Grassland under the trees - not appropriate to 
football.  And you have the trees in combination of trees and grass.  I don't see why there 
can't be a patch of mown grass in the middle - would not make it useless as a habitat and 
you would certainly have it mown in June.

SN For biodiversity offsetting you attribute a score with points and loo at what is lost and what 
is gained and a lesser area of land with better value gives you t same points?

JP Yes.

SN That's what we have here- hat we are proposing.

JP It does and I accept that.

SN A very large number of points.

JP That is undeniable on the way it's worked out.  But this is the one place where we are under 
the hammer- it goes of road and this is the logical place to put the grassland.  The main loss 
of grassland is of course at Stourton which is a long way away.

SN Concern of local people isn't relevant.

JP The fact people have said they are concerned is I think very valid.  This is definitely better 
than nothing.

SN Shouldn't be more than what is required?

Jp No but I don't think it is- the area of habitat lost along this section is slightly more.
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Jp No but I don't think it is- the area of habitat lost along this section is slightly more.

SN Table 4.2 shows areas of habitats being removed- 34.1ha.  That loses 60 points. Then what 
table 4.3 does is show us the increase which is put back in 22ha and 62.8 units.  We lose 12 
ha but increase biodiversity score and the biggest contributor is the wildflower mix

JP Yes.

SN Then X minus 4.2 plus what's provided.  It's very confusing this table bc most is wrong.

JP Biodiversity scoring are useful and give you a qualitative assessment and-  distinctiveness, 
condition more than just "this is lost or gained" but it's particularly imprecise compared with 
the areas.

SN A the bottom we have 12.28 and it should be 9.18.  Total 69.88 and then total 60.

JP You are probably right.

SN If we use amenity grassland as another example table 4.3.  We have 8.4ha after completion 
and before we have 20ha.  So the difference there is 11.6ha but table 4.4 says the difference 
is 0.1ha.

Insp 11.6 seems to be on the improved grassland.

JP I don't think I can answer the maths here without going away .

SN It's important it's correct in the ES.

JP I don't really want to sit down with a pocket calculator and recalculate.

SN If we dived 29 by  4.84ha that would imply that 1ha equals 6 biodiversity units.

JP I'm sorry I really can't answer this on the stand without going away and looking it up.  The 
difficulty with the units.  What I would say it's a fairly rough and ready way of calculating 
them.  There are no clear definitions of high, med low distinctiveness of habitats.  It's a help 
but a rough and ready guide.  It doesn't particularly relate to urban habitats.  It can give you 
a rather imprecise, rough and ready judgment whereas if you are losing areas  you can 
compare it in a more objective way.  The problem with that is it doesn't look at the quality 
which is why his method was brought in.  Bu it isn't commonly used.

Sn You say 0.47ha lost and I've seen 0.35.

RW and 
JP

We did an erratum.

SN I'll give my maths- divide 29 by 4.84 that's 6 points which implies 6 per hectare.  The new 
are go with 0.47ha. If you times it by 6 it gives 2.8. We have 9.8.  So 9.8 minus 2.8 would 
give you an enhancement.  Therefore if you were to remove that part of the mitigation it 
wouldn't affect the overall scheme.

JP I think that must be correct but the reason that area was chosen is that is the bit where the 
NGT has the most local effect and it's particularly about foraging for bats.  You could say he 
benefit for your meadow is that

SN Is it 10 bats in that area?

JP Well more than 10 bats- there are ten bats roosting in the maternity roost but there are a 
lot more.

SN On an overall scheme wide basis it wouldn't hinder it?

JP I can't accept that but it's only scoring it for the meadow value.

SN Putting aside the local site specific issue - if Insp could be persuaded a smaller chunk of land 
could be provided that would  be sufficient.

JP No - have to look at the whole.  I don't think the plus or minus of the meadow units is the 
most important thing -it's the impact on bats at Headingley which are affected locally but 
are protected species.

Re-ex of Prof Purseglove

RW Put to you bthe purpose of acquisition was only the trees.  Para 4.42 

JP "where a maternity roost...planting scattered trees and wildflower mix to replace foraging 
habitat".
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JP
habitat".

RW Red page 64 on operational impacts table there deals wit operational impacts then 
designated sites, habitats and protected species.  Second group are bats.  In terms of 
summary of impact and resulting effects does it distinguish between loss of roost sites and 
foraging habitats?

JP Yes.

RW What's it tell us?

JP [reads]

RW What does it tell us it will do about it?

JP "ecological area"

CF Can I ask a question arising out of Mr Natkus' questioning - arises ou of the cumulative 
effect of lots of local losses.

Insp It's too late now but can certainly say smth in your evidence.

[11:00] Adjournment.

[11:10] Inq is resumed.

NC We have updated objector numbers  - APP163.

X-Ex of Mr Chadwick by Mr Jones [continued from Wednesday 23rd July]

Insp 
[11.12]

I'll give you an hour.

GJ Not ideal- not enough time to put every point

NC Sir I'll not take the point that smth should have been put if it's in the written evidence.

GJ You were going to tell me where the reference to modal split could be found.

Ch Table 12.14 on p.12-32 of doc C1 shows the sources of demand.  It gives the forecast and 
breaks it down.  It shows trips that would otherwise be made  by car, and "car/active 
modes"is combined.  I can't uncombine it.

GJ It includes walking

Ch Yes- trips that are new to public transport.  So the transfer from car will be the 12.5% plus a 
proportion of the 11.5%, so in mid-teens percent.  I can't uncombine it without consulting 
colleagues.  The second thing I said was that this was a significant level of transfer.

GJ Very significant, you said.

Ch I'm happy with "very significant".  The benchmark is light rail.  There's work my firm did for 
the Passenger Transport Executive in February 2005, chapter 4 of "What Light Rail can do for 
Cities".

GJ What document is this?

Ch It's not there but it's my benchmark.

GJ Shouldn't it have been in evidence?

Ch If you'd like us to submit t as an APP document...

GJ I'm not inviting yet more bites at the cherry

Ch Well it is in chapter 4 -20% for [???} and 16% for [????].

GJ Well can I say that Mr Chadwick, it wasn't anticipated when this witness was asked to find a 
reference that he would go away and do more research and try to find additional 
documents.  It's not appopriate and I would have objected.  It's not in evidence and I can't 
cross-examine on it.  Do you have any inquiry doc?

CH Table 12.14

GJ Proportion of the demand predicted from bus and train is about 78%

Ch Looks about right.

GJ Not a major shift out of the car?
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GJ Not a major shift out of the car?

Ch Well using the benchmark I have in mind it is.

GJ Well before last night you hadn't considered it necessary to set out any benchmark in any of 
your voluminous evidence.

Ch That's right.

GJ We also see the table changed so in the latest version the shift from car and from active 
modes are put together.  What justifiable or legitimate purpose is there in merging car with 
active modes other than to mislead?

Ch Certainly no intention to mislead.

GJ What was the thinking behind them, it was your firm who made a conscious decision?

Ch Well the source of this data was AECOM.  Thos table is reproduced from other inquiry docs.  
It's right we could have gone back to AECOM and asked them to split that out but didn't.  
Simply a matter of expediency.

GJ It didn't help your case?  You want the Inspector to believe that when AECOM presented it it 
was to merge them?

Ch I'll accept it was not faultless.

GJ Incompetent then?

Ch I refute any suggestion there as any deliberate intention to mislead.

GJ You didn't consider it expedient to ask for the figures to be separated?

Ch The expediency was the other way round.

GJ Well your previous evidence was that matters you knew were inaccurate were left in for 
expediency, in the funding bid because you had a deadline to meet.

Ch Any inaccuracies we were aware of we drew them to the attention o the Dept at a time that 
was appropriate to do so.  Any inaccuracies we have sought to correct those in the course of 
this Inquiry in APP notes.

GJ A decrease in active modes?

Ch Yes I've had a discussion with Prof Bonsall...

GJ What the evidence shows is a decrease in active modes

Ch The segment in the model of active modes  decreases but I don't accept that the share of 
active modes will decline in Leeds.

GJ Some evidence you say we can't rely on.  Some has been changed, you say for expediency.  
When can we rely on your evidence?

Ch It is a model and it has certain limitations on what is and is not represented and active 
modes are one example.  There are limitations too for car trips-  trips within one zone 
wouldn't count.  You have to look at the limitations  of the model and I stand by the 
interpretation I've given of that.

GJ Then table 7.3 on page 7-9.  When one's departing from the modelling we need to see 
where departures are set out.  What you can't do is get the results and just say "well I think 
it's higher" - or lower.  You need to set out reasons.

Ch There's several points there

GJ You have to set out the basis for your judgment and the empirical evidence.

Ch Up to a point.  To a point where the evidence is reasonable to manage.  You yourself 
described the evidence as voluminous.  We need a balance between comprehensive 
coverage and being concise.

GJ When you are caught out you say "oh I could have written more but that would have added 
to the docs" but this is a multimillion pound project and there's no empirical evidence and 
your judgment needs to be substantiated.  If you really did have a baseline in mind then you 
could have taken a line to mention it.  In column 3 of table 7.3- the West Yorkls Transport 
Plan target had not been met.  You were re-examined and what you said was the target 
would have included PT - you were led to that by Mr Cameron.
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would have included PT - you were led to that by Mr Cameron.

Ch As I recall Mr Cameron led me to an extract from the West Yorks Local Transport Plan that I 
considered made it clear.  Do you want me to turn it up?

GJ Well the table says 30-odd to 41%.  But Table 3.4 on page 3-16 shows bus use is already 50% 
isn't it?  

Ch It says bus mode share is 59% within the ring road of Leeds but the LTP refers to West Yorks-  
Kirklees, Bradford, Calderdale- so comparing apples and pears.

GJ Well target is 33% to 41%.  What is the distribution because that will include bus and rail as 
public transport?

Ch I  can't tell you.

GJ So we need to revisit it with some degree of care and the glib answer in terms of sustainable 
transport, that the target is including bus.  You can't help us with the %age of bus?

Ch It's smth I'd have to research.

GJ Table 7 in C-1-9- model predicts that central case NGT has higher vehicle kilometres than 
the "do minimum"-  about 1% more?

Ch That's correct.  That's a matter I acknowledge explicitly.

GJ So in terms of people driving the end product of NGT is that it will actually increase, 
marginally, total miles driven per year?

Ch Yes I do acknowledge that in my evidence.

GJ It would be wrong therefore if any planning judgment was based on any decrease in use of 
the car?

Ch If you take use of the car as miles driven yes.

GJ That isn't unreasonable?

Ch Well the West Yorks LTP target  is to decrease the proportion of car "Trips".  It doesn't talk 
about car travel.  I appreciate that is a bit of a literal reading.

GJ It's a bit bonkers isn't it?

Ch It's set out explicitly in my evidence - there's no hiding it.

GJ If the decision -maker thought it would decrease use of the car, they'd be wrong?

Ch No- these matters are looked at in the round, it's not a pass/fail criterion

GJ [repeats - GJ says he's not suggesting it's pass-fail and answer the question]  For the 3rd 
time, and if you don't answer  I'll make adverse submissions you've been an uncooperative 
witness...

Ch You're right.  NGT doesn't lead to a reduction in use of the car while it does lead to  reduced 
trips by car.

GJ We want to get people out of cars because of emissions?

Ch Correct

GJ Therefore the key issue is whether more km are driven by cars ?

Ch That's right.

GJ Integration is not an area you particularly address or have any expertise in?

Ch It's not in my written evidence.

GJ I was passed from Mr Smith to Mr Henkel.  In Examination in chief you said you'd had a 
discussion with colleagues and they'd discussed it in Adelaide and somewhere else [Ch-  
London] and they'd not seen it before.

Those haven't given evidence?

Ch No

GJ No written evidence since I  cross-examined Mr Henkel?

Ch I don't believe so.

GJ Were you there when I cross-examined Mr Henkel?
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GJ Were you there when I cross-examined Mr Henkel?

Ch I was.

GJ Mr Henkel said he was aware of it.  You are not in a position to challenge his evidence?

Ch Of course not.

GJ Can we please go to the SDG paper you spoke about when giving E-i-C on permanence?  
[C-1-12].

It's produced by SDG.  The references we've gone through , Sir I don't think you'd welcome 
them put in but this is dated Jan 2014?

Ch As was this whole set of core docs.

GJ Did it exist before?

Ch Yes it existed for some time but the whole suite was finalised in January primarily ti ensure 
consistency in terminology and phraseology,

GJ We've no evidence here of the drafts  -all we have is a document produced in Jan 2014?

Ch Finalised in 2014 bt it existed in 2013.

GJ At no stage in the presentations to DfT was a doc like this produced?

Ch That's right.

GJ Objections were made and statements of case.

Ch Statements of case were the end of Jan.

GJ The first time we get any form of report in support of the notion that poles and wires might 
be a jolly good thing is January 2014.

Ch Yes but a raft of docs were published in Jan 2014.  

GJ This doc is purporting to say one of the benefits is permanence?

Ch Correct

GJ We can note that at no time prior to January 2014 were docs presented by thye Promoters 
in support of the Promoters' case showing any benefit from permanence?

Ch That's right.

GJ A self-serving doc  put together in the light of the objections to try to show that there's a 
benefit.

Ch I believe you are wrong.  There are various places where the Promoters think there is a 
benefit and it's important to put in evidence to show there is.  The Promoters believed there 
were benefits  and asked us if there was evidence an if we'd have found there wasn't any  -
a bit hypothetical- evidence we'd have hoped the Promoters won't have said there was.

GJ Not asked to produce such a doc before

Ch Not before that doc.

GJ Not thought it necessary to put this doc to DfT for funding?

Ch Correct

GJ The clients have acknowledged the level of detail you need for TWAO inquiry is not the 
same as for funding?

Ch No-  I believe if DfT had heard we presented permanence as a benefit I don't think they'd 
have raised an eyebrow.  Our job is to provide the info to help them form a judgment 
especially -  not only- on quantified factors.  But for this  inquiry we thought it useful for the 
public

GJ The answer should ne "yes" not no having listened to the qualification.  You accept that you 
want to justify what you have done.

Ch Yes -need to explain what the Department would have taken as read.

GJ Let's look at the substance of it.  None of the examples are taken from trolleybus schemes?

Ch Correct.

GJ Though elsewhere others rely on trolleybus why was it not possible to find any support in 
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GJ Though elsewhere others rely on trolleybus why was it not possible to find any support in 
respect of that actual mode of transport?

Ch Simply because in our search of the literature we couldn't find any references.

GJ Nowhere could you find anything saying having the infrastructure for trolleybus creates a 
sense of permanence.  Nowhere in the report does it say that there is no evidence that 
trolleybuses  provide the requisite sense of permanence.

Ch That's right - I acknowledged that with Professor Bonsall - I drew inferences.  No hiding the 
fact that te references don't refer to trolleybuses

GJ Well hold on- See Footnote Reference 1 - not made clear it's not relating to trolleybus. 
There are some you can tell [from titles]  If you didn't know about the Cambs guided bus  
there's no way you'd know.  But wouldn't know from ones with general titles.  Not clear 
from the refs that trolleybus isn't addressed in any of these?

Ch I believe it's appropriately referenced report and we've drawn appropriate inferences.  

Insp I have to interrupt you - you were asked in this report whether you indicated  they didn't 
relate to trolleybuses - there is a restriction on time and I want you to be more precise.

Ch No we haven't but we gave a full list of references.

GJ One would want to set out very clearly that all the references are not engaged with 
trolleybuses or even mention them.  And then set out the inferences you are taking.    It's 
very important isn't it to know about the limitations.  So it is true too that not only are they 
not dealing with trolleybuses they don't draw the inferences that you say can be applied to 
trolleybuses.

Ch No and nor would I expect them to do so. 

GJ When you get into the literature there are a range of factors discussed?

Ch Yes we sought to provide a summary.

GJ The Cambs Guided Busway is part-guided and part-non guided?

Ch Yes.

GJ One of its attractions is its flexibility -  doesn't all require infrastructure?

Ch Yes

GJ And one of the reasons why was historic towns like Cambridge city centre-  a  lot of concern 
about infrastructure in the town centre?

Ch Yes.

GJ One of the advantages of a guided busway is segregation?

Ch Yes and not the only one.  In Luton guidance is used for other purposes.

Gj It highlights the difficulties in drawing out particular elements and drawing wider concs.  
One of the aspects is the way shelters are constructed and the quality of them?

Ch A contributory factor.

Gj That doesn't have to differ over conventional bus?

Ch Not necessarily no - depending on the specification of shelters.

GJ Metro could put in the same spec shelters  for conventional bus?

Ch If they considered it value for money.

GJ And of they did that and provided RTI etc it would give a sense of investment and 
permanence over say a temporary stop with a lump of concrete and a round thing on top?

Ch Correct.  But we're not saying another system couldn't have some or all of the features of 
permanence.

GJ There's nowhere in any of the references that adverse perception by members of the public 
of poles and cables is offset by reassurance that they are permanent?

Ch No and nowhere do I suggest we can offset them.

GJ Not a matter addressed in the Stated Preference survey?

Ch No and nor would I expect ot to be.
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Ch No and nor would I expect ot to be.

GJ You were trying to suggest with this report that permanence was a significant factor.  You've 
got to accept visual impact is an important issue.  If permanence was an important factor in 
your mind it's bizarre you didn't ask the people of Leeds about it.

Ch We didn't ask several factors we consider important p- noise, comfort of vehicles, 
ergonomic layout - because there were methodological challenges in doing so and equally 
with permanence I don't see how we could possibly have asked about that in a way 
methodologically consistent with the rest of the survey,

Gj Were you aware that as late as 2014 the Project Board were still investigating  double 
articulated vehicles because of capacity concerns?

CH If I attend Project Bd it'll be because I'm asked to present a paper.    I wasn't aware but we 
were asked to do some work with double-artic buses in 2012.

GJ You weren't aware of them doing that in 2013 and then in 2014?

Ch Colleagues may have mentioned it was discussed and I wasn't aware other than that it was 
kept under review, as ere many things.

GJ Can you just help me-  are you aware, there seems to be outstanding request for aggregate 
costs risk to be informed?

Ch No - don't know what you are referring to.

GJ Do you have the sign-of letter APP162?

Ch Yes

GJ No discussion there of a deficit or contingency?

Ch No but this is a pretty standard response to a Programme Entry.

GJ If that's what you say not much weight can be put on what the officer...

Ch He does have a statutory duty

GJ No concern about a deficit or how Council is proposing to deal with it?

Ch No.

GJ All about sharing in the bounty?

Ch Don't agree.  The Prog Entry letter asks for a response with acceptance of the conditions and 
one was Condition 5.  It follows on from the Programme Entry letter.

GJ Can I suggest all he's doing is, they look at the conditions of entry, need to write back 
formally  to say they accept tem.  Condition 5 is in respect of a surplus

NC I've concern about the time left for re-exam.

GJ I've a concern that I've not had a proper chance to cross-examine.  This is a new document.  
We've been drip fed with docs and all relevant docs and we can't rely on their all being 
disclosed.

Are you aware of any other doc in possession of you or Promoters that's not disclosed that 
you wish to rely on in respect of contingency?

Ch No

GJ Table 10.1 -costs  £199m then risk of £22.5m.  Was the Monte Carlo simulation- is it in 
respect bof the total scheme costs or particular elements?

Ch Each element of project cost has a risk profile associated with it.  Monte Carlo combines all 
the profiles together.

GJ So when we look at the project costs the various construction costs all have different risks 
attached to them and Monte Carlo looks at all the risks and comes up with a combined 
overall risk?

Ch A fair summary.

GJ Any changes in the components will affect the overall risk?

Ch Correct

GJ Is it the same position in respect of total scheme costs - 50% for £250m?
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GJ Is it the same position in respect of total scheme costs - 50% for £250m?

NC The P50 figure is included within the £250m  So non-risk adjusted cost is £199m plus 
allowance for inflation.

GJ So total scheme costs £250m.  There's a 50% risk whether or not that would be met?

Ch Wrong.  As it sets out in 10.12 you need to sum the two together.

GJ It's wrong to look at the total £250m figure and say it's subject to a 50% risk?

Ch Yes

GJ Now earlier on in the process discussions were had at board level looking at different 
choices to be made.  If we look at 10.12 we have P50 accepted.  Two points- are you aware 
of your clients considered whether 50% or 80% should be adopted as appropriate overall 
risk parameter?

Ch No but I would just add that P50 is the appropriate risk for economic appraisal but I would 
expect that as a more detailed model is developed it may be appropriate to adopt a more 
detailed appraisal.  Because when we came to the financial appraisal we need to look at 
more downside risk.

GJ The tests applied to promote the scheme are different to the tests for advising banks and 
only at a later stage when advising banks is a more realistic approach taken?  It's advocacy 
to win funding?  Is that unduly cynical?

Ch It's not unduly cynical, it's wrong.  It doesn't recognise that in the business case we are 
undertaking an economic appraisal taken without a perspective, or from the perspective of 
society as a whole.  Another part is the financial case which isundertaken from the 
perspective of the people taking the financial risk.  So there is no reason why a financial case 
couldn't differ between the public sector and private business A and between private 
company A and company B as they have different attitudes to bearing risk.  In this case the 
financial appraisal is undertaken from a public sector perspective.  It is appropriate and 
prudent for a funding proposal at this stage from the public sector perspective.  

GJ Without the detailed work at the next stage we don't know if Metro or anyone else would 
be prepared to underwrite it?

Ch Previous witnesses have given evidence of the creditworthiness of Metro as a whole and I 
don't think the income from this particular scheme is particularly relevant.

GJ You don't say the revenue stream is relevant?

Ch A loan would be secured...

Insp We're getting detailed.  We've gone way over and I can't stay much later.

GJ Sir I think I've put my case

Insp Prof Bonsall have you got anything else?

PB One issue we can deal with outside the Inquiry and the other we've no more info.

NC I need half an hour and can't fit it in 20 mins and all the other estimates have been  
exceeded.

Ch Would like a comfort break.

Insp [12:40] - 5 mins till 12.45.

Insp [12.46] - Re-examination.

NC Qs with PB - Asked about the SP work and the source of the quality attributes you applied.  
At one stage the Insp suggested you'd put in attributes twice and you said you'd applied 
them once - explain.

Ch The trolley system attributes are explained in 2 ways.  One set of attributes is associated 
with the stop, one with the vehicle.  In the LTM those parameters only appear ince-  part are 
associated with vehicles and part with vehicles.  And that's carried over into the appraisal.

NC Now, CCTV will be followed up with Prof Bonsall.  If we can move on to Mr Jones' x-exam.  
You were asked about staged approval  and asked about Programme Entry, Conditional and 
Full stages and said: "we've given the DfT the info thy require for full approval stage".  Did 
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Full stages and said: "we've given the DfT the info thy require for full approval stage".  Did 
you mean that?

Ch No -we've give info for Programme Entry stage and C1 has revisited that for changes made 
after Programme Entry was approved.

NC You were asked about other schemes- South Hants Rapid Transit, Mersey Tram, Supertram.  
Thrust was , not gone ahead at the end of the day.  Can we turn to APP135.  You were not 
asked about this but did say you would refer to guidance if necessary.  Have referred to it 
already.  Para 5.2.8.  What does Programme Entry signify?  4 bullet-points.  In terms of those 
other schemes we know why Supertram was not taken forward.  Was that for any of the 
reasons listed here?

Ch Um fundamentally it was for the reason of affordability, that was set out in the SoS's letter.

NC Does that affect the reliance that can be placed on this scheme having Programme Entry?

Ch I don't believe so - I believe it can be judged on its merits.  Other schemes pre-date the 
staged procedure and Green Book.  Procedures were revised with the intention that those 
circumstances are avoided.  Obviously we can't guarantee that it would never happen again.

NC Any indication that affordability is a  concern?

Ch Not s far as I am concerned.

NC Your view as to whether conditions in DfT letter are likely to be met?

Ch I believe they are and the Promoter wrote in March [G-4-94] setting out its view how those 
conditions  are likely to be met.

NC Your view please whether- subject to work that has to be done -thee is any doubt about 
funding?

Ch My view is that should the Order be granted there is no doubt that it ill secure funding.

NC Now- you are on record in 2001 about Edinburgh and you said it was a completely different 
scheme?

Ch At that time we were working on a scheme with a different...a common section which is 
about 1km west of Haymarket Station to Leith, but the rest of the alignment of equal if no 
greater length was not part of the scheme- would have run from the Airort to Leith.  
Because  of cost overruns the Council took the view it would not complete the section from 
east of St Andrew's Square to Leith.

NC Can we take up C1 p.5-7 on how the LCA is defined.  At para 5.18 and table 5.1 (which was 
corrected in the rebuttal to PB).  What is the technology assumed for LCA?

Ch It's assumed a hybrid vehicle.  We said articulated in the table and corrected that to "hybrid 
standard bus".

NC You were asked about the comparison of trolleybuses to hybrid standard buses. You said the 
differential remained constant if a  bus improved, so did a trolley vehicle.  You said that is  
done everywhere else- is that done i other business cases?

Ch Yes taken in other business cases for light rail schemes- the assumption is the relative 
attractiveness of light rail schemes compared ith buses remains constant.

NC If a difference between mini and Rolls Royce, and the Mini improves and the Rolls does 
later, how do you deal with that?

Ch It will be a zigzag but over time our assumption is they will improve in parallel.  Can't  see 
what a bus would look like in 2031 in the sam way that in 2007 we couldn't see what a us 
would look like in 2014.

NC You were asked about contingencies,  You were just asked about the November 2012 letter.  
You said budgets where contingencies are drawn from haven't been set yet.  You can't say 
where contingencies would come from.  Why do you say it is impossible to set contingencies 
now?

Ch Two factors.  There's more detail as the work is advanced- a function not only of 
specfication but also the structure of how the contracts are structured.  The second side is 
simple recognition of how far ahead public authorities look at their funding.  The West Yorks 
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Authority can't say what will be their budget say in 2020.  But we do know those budgets 
are sizeable and I'm sure a Section 151 officer wouldn't have signed off on it unless their 
overall financial wherewithal was sufficient.

NC We've gone through trolley vehicles, vomiting and MOTs.  Are MOTs programmed or not?

Ch They are programmed and one would expect they would take place in periods where 
demand was less than the peak e.g. In August where First reduce the frequency of their own 
operations in summer.  They may not necessarily redue frequency, but not introduce peak 
services.

NC What are the options available to stretch the schedule?

Ch It would be possible to stretch the schedule and run less than 1 every 6 minutes.  There are 
ways and means of dealing with that, including running with a less than optimal number of 
spares for a period of time.  That's what they are there for - they are spares.

NC Can you identify the transport planning benefits of leasing?

Ch Risk transfer is about putting risk where it is best managed or mitigated.  The experience is 
the risk is best managed by a specialist provider and the way you do that is lease the 
contract from a specialist provider with incentives and penalties for not providing the 
vehicles according to the contract.  All benefits have a cost and over the life of the vehicles 
the Pomoters will pay more compared with if they owned the vehicles and maintained them 
themselves.

NC You said there would not be reduced car travel but it does reduce trips- can you explain?

Ch Total measure of travel is length of trip times number of trips.

NC So why reduced trips?

Ch There's movement from car trips to NGT.

NC You were asked about permanence recently.  Had it been relied upon before 2014 or not?

Ch I believe it was but I'm not aware of a particular document.

NC I'll not take you to those.  You weren't there with Mr Haskins.  The point was put that the 
report doesn't refer to studies on troleybuses.  You say, draw inferences.  Was it apropriate 
to do so based on the literature you researched?

Ch I believe it was.

NC Why?

Ch We looked whether there were features of the schemes we studies that also aplied to NGT.  
We thought they were contributors of permanence and also drew inferences.

NC Can you draw inferences from tram-tracks ad OLEs?

Ch Yes I believe you can but you have to temper those inferences because the track will be a 
contributor.

Insp My ruling will be published on the Internet and I put it in writing.  My ruling is- I willread it 
out- Under rr18(1) and (11) I shall admit B13 as an Inquiry Doc on these terms:
*The ES and Heritage Chapter shall stand as the ES.

*B13 shall be supplementary information and not part of the ES.

*The evidence f Mr Ward shall stand and not varied in light of it.
*By 1700hrs on Thursday 4th Sept 2014 unless there are exceptional circs agreed with 
myself I expect submissions on:

-the effect on the adequacy of the ES
- inconsistencies with the ES
-  the credibility of Mr Ward
-  any other matters relevant.

By 1700hrs on Thursday 11th Sept, unless exceptional circs agreed by me, Rule 14(1) 
parties may :
- amend their Statements of Case and evidence;
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- and have an opportunity to cross-examine under Rule 18(9);
- 1 of the authors shall be available to give evidence on matters raised, if the Inspectr 
considers it necessary.
*Costs applications may be heard prior to close of the Inquiry.
My reasons are:

1. To ensure the interests of the Applicant are not unfairly prejudiced.
2. So the SoS has sufficient info to make informed decisions.
3. There is an adequate opportunity to other persons to consider the document.

RW We've 2 docs to submit:

APP 164 on the height o the frieze at Abtech House.
APP165 the doc asked for by Ms Peerless regarding Conservation Area Apraisals.

Insp They's available now?

RW Yes.

Insp It's important that Katie Peerless has these.  The Inquiry will resume at 10am on Tuesday 
2nd Sept.  

NC It's First's transport witness I think?

Insp Is that the case Mr Jones? The timetable can be adapted.

GJ No, Sir.  I've had discussions with the Programme Oficer- would prefer to finish Mr Speak -
otherwise there's already a bg gap.  And then start our case.  I've sked about availabilities 
and asked the Programme Officer to confirm with those instructing.  If there were some 
problem then we would go back to "plan B".  My preference and I' d have thought it's better 
for everyone - is to start with Mr Speak.

NC Mr Speak needs to be available, I need to be prepared.  And I've a difficulty on 10th Sept 
which is insurmountable.

Insp Can you try to sort this out asap?  My preference would be for Mr Speak to be completed 
first.

NC We'll confirm with the Programme Officer.

Insp The Inquiry is adjourned.
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